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he is called on to direct.

His must be of a plastic temper,

a facile disposition ; one of patience and capacity for

haps only a little way—the joys to be obtained by plod¬
ding upward instead of horizontally, and he becomes

unselfish interest in people ; that interest which, as by a
delicate flattery that no child is too young to feel, can

6-flat,” Hollaender’s

imbued with ambition.

He decides to climb, but still,

familiar “Slumber Song,” and the innumerable other

tolerably contented with himself, he is not willing to do
all that his guide and teacher advises, and he flounders

nocturnes, reveries, and mood-pictures of different types.

about piteously.

on the upper snrface of chords;

alone give him entrance into the natures he is expected
to train.
And it is only by an intimate knowledge of the nature

“ Canzonetta,” Heller’s long-

The theme is no less clearly a solo part when lying
it must never be

Perhaps, after a struggle with himself, he

merged in their harmonic flow, but, supported by their

takes the advice offered him, and throws himself into

under depths, take its way, as distinct in individuality

If this knowledge of

the work. When once this victory over self is gained,
the reward is not long in coming. A little hard work’

temperament be incomplete or superficial, so much the
more difficult the job of teaching. How many teachers

calm, still reaches of the river.

and he is able to look around upon the valley and realize

are handicapped from total lack of all insight into and

guide who has been higher.

familiarity with human nature ; and how many discour¬

was to place him on a sufficiently exalted pinnacle
simply reveals to him the fact that to reach that point

portions to bring out their harmonic coloring.

several more years of work are necessary. The point
which he has reached is only a little way up the moun¬

vidualizing of melody and accompaniment, may seem

and temperament of each of his pupils, and a tactful,
careful manipulation of it, that any one can call himself
in position to teach that pupil.

aged and perhaps mined pupils can tell of one teacher’s
failure to comprehend their mental capacities and an¬
alyze their feelings sufliciently to be able to successfully
cultivate and sharpen those feelings ! It is nature that
elects the fittest person to the high office of teacher, not
merely the caprice or the ambition of that individual.
*.*•
A common matter of notice to observant residents in
the smaller towns is the bitter and jealous antagonism
sometimes waged by each teacher against every other
teacher in the town ; probably pretty much due to indis¬
creet rivalry of the pupils themselves ; to the boasting
of one of the merits of his teacher over that of his
friend, or to the tattle of gossipy talcs exchanged from
neighbor to neighbor; probably due to difference and
supposed superiority of methods of teaching, and to the
rivalry that naturally springs from sharp competition.
Yet, often, how disastrous to the musical interests of the
community may

be that jealous antagonism, often

pushed to extremes ! How mnch greater might be made
any town’s capacity for music by a confederation of all
the teachers ; that by their combined efforts each might

level road.

Perhaps he decides to keep on the

Such are Raff’s “Eclogue,” Brassin’s “Nocturnein

his gain.

And now he is convinced.

to the detriment of what each may be individually try¬
ing, though with ever so brave a struggle, so vainly
to do !

This effect may be secured by peculiar pressure on the

He must seek a

upper notes of the chords, which at once individualizes

The year of work which

the theme, with just sufficient emphasis on the lower
The necessity for the condition suggested, the indi¬
self-evident; but the pupil too often forgets that the

tain, but it has shown him that which fills him with

former is to the latter as the jewel to its setting; never

determination to keep on, and he realizes in what a
lowly situation he has been traveling.

to be covered by a golden network, but only so sur¬

There can be but few teachers who have not passed

its charm enhanced and intensified, but never screened.

through some part of this experience, and there can be
but few who have not experienced the difficulty of im¬
buing their pupils with the ambition which is essential
for making the first ascent.

Laziness, outside pleasures

and duties, lack of interest, self-sufficiency and diffidence
are the difficulties with which teachers have to deal in
getting their pupils to work.
The hardest task for the teacher is to coax these
pupils on and upward out of the level road of ignorance
to some point at which a retrospect can be taken and the
intelligent enjoyment of music can be indulged in
From that point the pupil begins to work with the
teacher instead of against him. In fact, pupil and teacher
are climbing together, though on a different level, and
mich™ P

1Dg °n t°Ward that Pinnacl® which so few

assist in the accomplishment of what could not be
thought of with jealousy and fierce competition working

as is the swan sailing on the rippling surface, or the

The work of the conscientious teacher is always hard
Jnd'nunii
T “““ Whichdi*»™ge both teacher
and pupil and the teacher, through his experience
must give the pupil confidence and encouragement. It
" DOt a'WayS W18e t0 find fcalt.-it is far better to point

rounded that it shall shine with more perfect beauty,

cinnati meeting of the M. T. N. A., by the exhibition
Mascagni has organized an orchestra to play at the

Paris Exposition in 1900. Later, he intends to give a
series of concerts in London.
An attack of whooping cough prevented Herr and
Frau Mottl from taking part in the Bayreuth Festival.
Ailments are no respecters of person.
De Pachmann, one of the unique figures in piano
virtuosity, is in the United States, in readiness for his
tour this fall. He is unequaled in Chopin.
The Indianapolis Symphony Society has closed its
season with a balance in bank. Mr. Karl Schneider
deserves great praise for his successful work.

Paderewski is married.

Such is the latest news.
A number of people have received a card, of which the

of a piano, the invention of Dr. S. Hageman, Cincin¬
nati, by which any key can be played in natural temper¬

following is a translation from the French : “ Mr. I. J.

ament, and thus be in perfect tune.

Paderewski and Mme. Helene, Baroness of Rosen, have

system of thirteen pedals—one which throws the entire

the honor to announce to you their marriage, celebrated

instrument into even temperament when desired and

May 31,1899, at the Church of the Holy Ghost, Warsaw."

the others for each of the twelve keys.

The violin used by Wilhelmj

has been sold to Mr.

Knpferschmidt, of Chicago, for $10,000.
It is one of
the great violins of the world. Eduard Hanslick, the

This is done by a

William Sher¬

wood examined it closely, and expressed a most favorable
opinion on the beauty and purity of tone thus secured.
An English writer has made a list of musicians who

Vienna critic, said of the instrument, “When the G-

have given their means to charitable purpose.

stnng of that violin is heard, one seems not to be listen¬

was liberal

ing to one violin, but to six violoncellos.”

It is a Strad.

Johann Strauss gave a million florins to found an asylum

Mr. I). K. Pearsons, of Chicago, has given $1000 to

for aged musicians ; Rossini bequeathed a large sum to

Handel

to the Foundling Hospital in London;

The Musical Art Society of Washington, D. C., has
been formed for the study and rendition of standard

the trustees of Tabor College, Iowa, for the erection of

found a conservatory in his native town, and he also

choral works.

a music hall.

endowed an institution in Paris for aged opera-singers;

The membership has been limited to 100.

Moritz Moszkowski said a good thing about the
young composers of the day: “They are like small

caliber guns—they carry far, but do not do much execu¬
tion."

vate

education in thecountry thatshould not have many such

Verdi’s recent munificence is well known, but in 1876

friends as Tabor College has in Mr. Pearsons.

A good

he gave a large sum to the town of Brussels, to he de¬

music department, with ample facilities for work, is in¬
dispensable in any scheme of a liberal education. ’

voted to the musical education of gifted young artists,

planned a concert

The choice of Mr. Frank van der Stucken as con¬

She will appear only in pri¬

ductor of American compositions at the concerts to be
given at the Paris Exposition of 1900 has given general
satisfaction in all parts of the countiy. Mr van der

Mlle. Cecils Chaminade has
tour out of the ordinary.

There is not an institution for higher

houses or at recitals of a semi private nature in

small halls.

In

Stucken has presented a number of American composi-

spite of powerful church support his concerts were not
successful. The Austrian papers say “The Perosi bub¬
ble has burst."

tmns to European audiences, and is in every respect the
very best man in the United States for the place.

Chicago correspondence says that Theodore Thomas

to 12th. A number of bands are to be in attendance
and a series of promenade concerts are to be given in the

Pkrosi had a great disappointment in Vienna.

is likely to take his orchestra to Paris for the Exposi¬
tion. French musicians have many flattering words to
say for Mr. Thomas.
Loeschhorn, the composer and famous p'ano peda¬
gogue, completed
month.

his eightieth

year during the past

He is still strong and manifests a most lively

interest in things musical.
Sir Alexander Mackenzie has resigned his post

as conductor of the Philharmonic Society Orchestra,
London, and will devote more time to composition. Mr.
Cowen has been suggested for the place.

A great festival is projected for Chicago, October 3d

Stadium.

Singing societies are to be on hand for the

celebration of national fetes. A great dramatic spectacle
to include 2000 musicians, has been prepared
The
great mass chorus is to contain 15,000 voices, with an
orchestra proportionate in size.

natives of that place.

Here in the United States there

have been several examples.

Mr. Oliver Ditson left a

considerable sum to musical charity, as also did a Phil¬
adelphia musician, Saulino, who died about a year ago.
The Indiana Music Teachers’ Association met in
twenty-second annual convention at South Bend, June
28th to July 1st. The vice-presidents’ reports showed an
increase in the number of recitals and concerts through¬
out the State.

The various papers read before the

Association discussed

questions connected with the

various branches of musical work, including music in
the public schools.

Mr. N. J. Corey, of Detroit, gate

an illustrated lecture on “Wagner, and the Media:!*'
Myths: His Life and Early Works."
Mr. Willi*111
Armstrong, of Chicago, delivered his lecture, “Unpub¬
lished Interviews,” a narrative of his meetings with the
renowned musicians of the world.

WARV Howe> in some reminiscences
contributed to ‘The Atlantic Monthly,” says that she
wrote the “ Battle Hymn of the Republic " after wt
nessing a review of troops near Washington.

One of the

company asked her why she did not write some tinL
words to the tune “John Brown’s Body.” That
*

The following offi¬

cers were elected for the coming year : President, J- SBergen, Lafayette; secretary, W. E. M. Browne, New
Castle ; treasurer, Miss Lillian G. Smith, Indianapol'9,
executive committee, Max Leckner, Indianapolis,
chairman;

program

committee,

Hugh

chairman ; place of meeting, Columbus.

McGibeny,

later she recognized the rustle of paper under her door.
and play clumsily, as his poor fingers would permit, the

her nor the flowers flung all about at her feet.

She kept quite still till she heard the step descend the

songs which had come to him since the day before ; won¬

turning abruptly away from all this, with a little smile

stairs

He was evidently gone on one of his nocturnal

dering the while that they should find source in his
starved soul.

and blush of self confession, she sought instead the

rambles which she knew he was wont to take as a tonic

yellow head usually so easy to find among the black

after unnsual musical emotion.

She waited till she

ones.

But her smile faded and her eyes grew wider

Kinless, friendless, and alone—for his sensitive pride

heard the outer door bang, then with a light she went

shunned the advances which he believed due to pity for

and wider with foreboding as they peered in vain.

quickly for the paper, and drawing it within, scanned it

place of the cymbal-player was vacant.

his misfortune- he had become the saddest among them
all, who was never of the gayest.

He had only his violin,

which he could hardly play, and his ideal which no one
shared, to make life at all worth living. And often he
believed neither worth the struggle and the suffering,
and was tempted toend it all. This was the spirit which
spoke through his violin. Antonio's songs were heart¬
breaking even in their beanty.
Lately, however, a new note had come into the melo¬
dies as they welled up faster than ever with a force and
fire hitherto stranger to them, so that his clnmsy fingers
conld barely follow on the trembling strings. His music
had gained the masculine quality which it had heretofore
lacked to make it truly great.
It was now three weeks since a little German girl had
joined the company, Herr Ritter’s niece, the wonderful
violinists whose name was emblazoned on the bill-posters
in colors bright as her own golden hair. Antonio had
lived thirty long years. But from the day of their first
full rehearsal, it seemed to him that time had just begun,
a time whose seasons depended on the light reflected from
that second golden head, the only one like his in that
great, barren hall.

Straightway the mnsic began to

ripple and eddy tumultuously through the channels of
his being like a brook that rises higher and higher every
day with hope and longing and reckless abandon, till it
seems near to overflow and sweep all before it.

And in

the little hotel room next to his Gretchen would sit and
listen with hand on heart, eyes shining with delight;
would remember and record.
Gretchen was proud, although she chose to room in
this garret—like him, merely, of course, to save money
for fresh concert frocks and ribbons and toys for the little
cousins; and naturally she had never spoken to the
humblest player of the orchestra, every member of which
was prone before her feet.

Yet sometimes when the

eagerly.
last.

It was a letter.

The brook had overflowed at

mean ?

“ I kiss your little feet,
“ Antonio Straboni.”

The

What did it

Had Antonio received her first cruel message,

but never the second kinder one?

-- *
xivr ivugci uiituier me
emotion of my soul. 1 must speak. I, the poor cym¬
bal-player in your uncle’s orchestra. Never to speak
to you or toueh your band or hope for more—I can not
longer live like this from day to day. I would rather
die. I met you on the stairs this morning ; our eves
met again to-night.
Was I dreaming then also? I
thought their look was kind. I dare not speak to you
myself. I will not ask you to write me a reply. There
is a sweeter way than that to hope or to despair
Let
me hear it throngh your divine violin, Signora. Let
me know my doom to-morrow. The choice of yonr solo
y®nr °'vn
it voice your message to my heart. I
S ll|, understand. Without love the brook of my heart
will dry
With too much love it is overflowing now •
let its stream unite with yours-or let mine cease forever.

For

know—never understand !

He would never

With a terrible fear in her

heart, remembering the hint in his letter, Gretchen stood
staring helplessly at the vacant seat and the cymbals
abandoned beside it.

For she felt that he had meant

what he said—he would rather die ; he would die. And
the audience continued to roar its empty applause for
his music—but where was he?
. With a sudden wild sob Gretchen ran across the stage
and down the stairs past Herr Ritter, who stared speech¬
lessly at her as she fled she hardly knew whither.

In

her thin dress, without cloak or hood, she was hurrying
out into the darkness to find him before it was too late
to tell him all and beg him to return for the world’s sake
which needed his music, and for her sake who needed
him most of all.
She had flung open the heavy outer door when a hand
from behind grasped her arm.

A trembling voice whis¬

The girl sat paling and flushing by turns as she read
the words painfnlly scrawled. Suddenly she bent and

pered in her ear—“ Gretchen ! ”

kissed the crabbed writing.

Then with a quick re¬

held the now shining eyes and blessed golden head she

remembering the pride of her position, her

believed she had lost forever.
Antonio’s triumphs had almost come too late, as so

vulsion,

And turning she be¬

recent trinmph, and brilliant future, she flung it on
the floor, and, seizing her violin, dashed into a gay Hun¬

many triumphs do.

garian dance which she bad chosen for the morrow’s

“ Czardas,” just as he was closing the same door behind

solo. What had she to do with this cymbal-player, the
mere artisan of the orchestra, though he might write
beautiful songs which no one heard?

him upon hope, and love, and life itself, he had caught

*

*

the first strain of his own romanza.

He could not realize it at first, the revulsion

was so sudden.
The applause following the first ensemble of the orches¬
tra had died away, and every one was eagerly awaiting
the entrance of the young violin prodigy.

The cymbals

were laid weakly from one pair of trembling hands and
among all the black, close-cropped heads in the orches¬
tra the curly yellow one alone was drooping and turned

It had come at this

last moment like a reprieve to the condemned to the
scaffold.

*

Fleeing from the mockery of the

But the passion of Gretchen’s heart an

swered to his own in her rendering of his soul’s perlcct
music ; and he at last was convinced.
They shared the trinmph together—despite Herr lid
ter’s protests—hand in hand before the great audience,
heart singing to heart in music which no other earcould hear.—" 77ie Interior.”

primary value in loosening the wrist and giving control
of this extremely important joint. Later on I teach a
straight triceps touch, made with the fingers already
upon the key, without any more than the least possible
motion of the hand or arm. But the extreme oscillation
of the wrist has its value as above. (3) Hand and
finger elastic.

The first by a free fall of the hand, the

wrist remaining at the five-finger level, and not oscil¬
lated.

This is the point you have overlooked.

Besides

learning how to come upon the keys with the entire
weight or force of the arm, you have also to learn how
to bring the momentum of the hand into action as a
productive force without disturbing the forearm per¬
ceptibly. This also holds in the second touch, the finger
elastic, which is the extreme finger staccato, many times
illustrated in the book.

In this second touch (finger

elastic) the forearm still remains at the five-finger
position, and is not oscillated or moved in any way, or
but very little.

Then in the fourth form, the “light

and fast,’’ the question of speed and lightness are the
main ones, and here, again, the forearm remains at the
five-finger position—/, e , about an inch above the keys
(I mean the bottom of the wrist is about this height
above the level of the keyboard). In extremely difficult
forms, where the strain upon the wrist is great, as in the

.accents. Raise the fingers preparatory to making the
accents, but do not permit the arm to move. What
your pupils have to know is-where their fingers begin
and end ; how much of the playing apparatus is in¬
cluded under the term hand, and how much as arm.
Then in finger passages rule out everything else, except
in combined touches, where two or more are put to¬
gether for some peculiar effect. In all accentuation of
scales and arpeggios permit no extra motion for the
accent, beyond a preparatory raising of the finger.

I

do not advise any mechanical means of securing quiet
arm. In fact, I believe them unnecessary and more
harmful than beneficial.
The proper method of arriving at the full tempo of
fast pieces is discussed in sections 7 to 12, in the first
part of volumes ii and hi of Mason’s “Touch and Tech¬
nic.”

It consists in attempting speed as speed.

Be¬

sides studying the passage in a slow manner in order to
get the detail, you also try it now and then at its proper
speed

Let it be in the proportion of, say, six times slow

and three times fast, turn and turn about, all through
the practice. In this way you arrive soonest at speed.
As for counting, have the pupil do it aloud.

thinking of the time as well as of the intonations and
fingering.

finger exercises for double sixths, the wrist can advan¬
inch below the level of the keyboard, and kept there or

best way of beginning music wUh a chfidal^utfiS

nearly down there in the finger elastic in sixths.

K.0%osh”l,“ta‘,<d “■>

This

her course and the wrist to be raised at the moments
when the touch is most difficult to make, the fingers are

“ What must be taken with your book irr

7 °"ly

“isr,!"" h"lt*n,y

In the above manner of treating the two-finger exer¬
cise yon will observe that in the clinging touch the
hand with finger elastic and the light and fast forms the
forearm remains in the usual position common to aU
ordinary playing, and no arm oscillation takes place.
But in the forms involving difficult combinations, with

The best use of the fast forms in

the early stages

is to secure lightness and speed.

Velocity as he gives it conduces to speed, but in the
effort to get speed the pupil constricts the wrist, and so
we lose more than we gain.

Play the light and fast

form as light as possible and as fast as possible.

Yon

can get eighth-notes rather fast and very loose ; then
double and make them sixteenths, playing just twice as
fast, and look out for softness and lightness. This is the
best I can give you.

The first tone is a hand tone and

not arm, but the band is loose on the wrist and the im¬
pulse comes from the arm ; there is, however, scarcely
any perceptible motion of the arm.

—Instrumental mnsic is the most intimate friend of
man ; nearer than parents, sisters, or comrades. V e
recognize this in misfortune, and of all instruments the
me that responds best to its idle of friend of man is the
nano.
Furthermore, I consider that instruction on

^

nust be understood as a true consolation for the pnpilj

toucK

:an not exist without dilettanti; I do not speak here ol

*

robbed of half their opportunity and do not gain the

same amount of benefit.

quite advanced.

;he piano is a great benefit to humanity, and I would
lot be far from rendering it obligatory; considering it, it

8t“ Wh
•
7— and nothing more1? °f
What is the best way of secnrimr a fir™ 1

I”!™

I do not use wh»t Mason calls “velocity” forms of
the two finger exercise, at least not until the pupil is

Then

you are sure of the main thing, namely, that she is

tageously be carried considerably lower—/, e., about an

throws the work upon the fingers and increases the
power in time. Whereas, if we permit nature to take

“ I am not satisfied with the manner in which the fast
forms of the two finger exercise develop as I was taught
them. It seems to me as if my teacher need the same
kind of arm impulse for the first tone in the fast foims
as in the slow.”—D. S. W.

md not as a means of “ shining in society.”
hose amateurs who think

pupil is a beginner about forty years old.”—B. K
Read through my “Twenty Lessons to a Beginner.”
1 his will give you some idea and save me trouble.
What you have to do is to give keyboard facility, which
will mean the Mason arpeggios administered in small
doses and by rote ; also two-finger exercises for touch.
ien yon have to form the musical ear. She must learn

The arts

only of satisfying their

'anity, if it be only, as they modestly state, for an object
•f charity; but I have seen men who truly love art, who
let artists to work, who protect and reward them, Pr0
'ided that they furnish real esthetic enjoyment. 1°
mr days the role of dilettanti is understood quite othervise ; this is why artists abhor the dilettantism "hie 1
n no respect resembles that indicated above.
Rubinstein.

Auluu

in small cities and towns, we would say, “ Go to the
Sunday-school, the day-school, the dancing-school, and
to any other places where children gather.” Can you
surmise the purpose ? To pick out those young people
who show talent. The child that is quick at games or
bright at study in school is more likely to be talented
musically than are others. Get acquainted with the
talented ones ; win their friendship and reach the par¬
ents. When it can be done honestly, say to a mother,
“ Your little girl shows goodly signs of musical talent.
When the time comes for her to study music I wish to
be her teacher.”

It will, surprise most teachers to find

that the parents are ready to meet them half-way.

In

most towns a teacher can get five new pupils a month in
that way. It is not obtrusive solicitation, and it does
not encroach upon the preserves of other teachers.
Second, about the length of time needed to gather a
goodly music class.

Such a class is gathered when it

gives income enough to pay one’s living expenses—home,
clothes, social demands, educational demands—and
leaves ten per cent, of that amount more in the bank.
One who reaches this point in one year is doing all he
can expect. Many teachers add to distrust of self by
expecting to be at the profit point too soon, and, finding
they are not there, blame themselves.

Read the first

chapter of that popular novel, ‘‘The Honorable Peter
Stirling,” for encouragement.

terious nature has, then it is safe to apply to him such
stimulant as is in your power to give.
to be a genius.
the rule.

He may prove

He will be, however, the exception to

Fifth, stimulation should be under teacher’s guid¬
ance.

Of what shall it consist?

Ambition, but not to

hope for that which is beyond possibility ; perception of
art, as found in kindred and allied arts ; familiarity
with music and musicians.
suggest more.

These are a few, and they

Often a particularly talented pupil has

been of service to a young teacher in making the teacher
study more to keep his knowledge of “stimulants” in
the advance.

If a student tries to cultivate his own

power alone, his very “ stimulants ” will dissipate him.
Of course, the time comes when he becomes his own
teacher and master, but before then he has passed out
of the reach of the class of teacher to whom we now
write.
Finally, the purpose of this article is to impress upon
teachers the truth

that by getting out from usual

ways—ruts—there is more to teaching than they have
supposed, and that our profession allows application of
tact, shrewdness, and judgment quite equal to the de¬
mands in other callings, and that, by knowing the real
things about themselves and the profession, they will
escape the servility of distrust and advance into more
usefulness.

There are not enough country teachers

If five pupils a month are obtained it will be within

Statistics recently gathered in one of the largest States

the first year that the paying point will be reached.
Generally, the height of prosperity of a music teacher is

showed a surprising absence of music teachers. They
also showed that many are working very blindly. But

What be is then

what was most shown was the need of more teachers.

doing he may take as “expectation of income ” for sub¬

The country teacher is the foundation on which to build
the imposing musical structure of the coming genera¬

reached in his third and fourth years.

sequent years. The amount will vary, from different
causes, some years higher and some lower, but he can be
quite sure that his third and fourth years will tell him
what he may expect.
If that amount is not satisfactory he may look around
for another field of labor.

His experience during these

years will be utilized to good advantage wherever he
goes.

Never go to a smaller place to settle.

One may

go out from his own city to another for certain days in

tion, and we need more of his class, and to have the
class very good.

in either four- or eight-hand arrangements, the sym¬
phonies by Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, and,
finally, the great modern works.

Incidentally, the

pupils become good readers—and what an advantage!
But, beyond this, their view is elevated above the mere
mechanic in music.

While they have not the oppor¬

tunity, offered only in great cities, of hearing these
master-works sublimely given, as intended, by a great
orchestra, they do become familiar with the contents,
and this will prove a powerful educator to their musical
taste.
learn

They will soon become musicians at heart and
to

discover the soul in whatever work they

attempt.

If the teacher can not appoint a special even¬

ing or special hours for this, let him devote every third
lesson to sight-reading with his pupil, who will soon
appreciate the benefits of the apparently omitted lesson.
The next suggestion on the line is, that pupils are not
encouraged, as they should be, to read poetry and musi¬
cal literature suited to their ages. Try it, and witness
the new interest shown in the practice of their lessoDS,
the increased clearness with which they grasp your sug¬
gestions.

This being done for and by the students,

something should be done for and by the community.
The most effective step is the organization of musical
clubs and societies. I do not refer to singing societies,
for their object is too frequently self-laudation rather
than propaganda for the art.

The music-loving ladies

should form clubs for the promotion of concerts by local
and visiting artists, at
musical-literary work.

the same time introducing
Such a club will be powertnl

in proportion to the success the executive committee
shows in enlarging the membership list, and that is the
fundi available for their work.

—From the little we know of his personality, Bach s
character seems to have been, like his genius, the con
—In Germany a child has music as a part of school
training. The various schools of sight singing in Eng¬
land spread an interest in choral music.

Every child

in the United States should have the opportunity of
learning to sing and to read from note.

centration of those of his ancestors—deeply religion®,
of marked probity, simplicity, and singleness of l’nr
pose, contented with his lot, genial and encouraging to
his pupils, and happy in his large family and tbequic
blessings of his home circle.—Sharp.

companionship; it is a communion of voices, and to the
real musician, who lives inside the temple, these voices
are of the spirit, telling of the inner life of man in rela¬
tion to other men.
The contemplation of music rather inclines the mind
to companionship than otherwise, and the ideal com¬

wife, herself an artist in temperament, being a true com¬

tunity for delicate nuances of expression that is now

panion to the composer.

reserved for bow instruments.

It is true, Hector Berlioz and

Unlike the harpsichord,

Haydn were unhappily married, but neither of these

“the scratch with a tone at the end of it ” familiar in

mesalliances was due to the music side of the composers’
natures.

which, being capable of just intonation, possesses a

our modern mandolin does not exist in the clavichord,

Handel, Beethoven, and Schubert did not marry • yet
each desired to do so. In Handel’s case a stern parent

sweetness bewitching in the extreme.

panionship is, doubtless, the ideal marriage of a man
and a woman.

stood in the way, refusing his daughter’s hand to a

the quaint beauty of the viols, psalteries, and clavi¬

The study and practice of music, furthermore, tends
to develop the emotional nature. Love is, first and last,

musician; Beethoven certainly loved, but was not a
winning suitor; Schubert, too, loved, but he also was

chords that Mr. Dolmetsch has brought back to the con¬

an emotion, and there is no class of men more suscepti¬
ble than the musician, with whom emotions are apt to

n a musician,” and could not aspire to the hand of a

admirers of pre-liaphaeliteart. Morris,—poet, printer,
artist, and humanitarian,—was devoted to Bach played

It is much better

known in England than in America ; perhaps because

cert

stage have found a congenial soil

among the

If, then, musicians are emotional

princess. Perhaps had these three masters been successful
in their suits, music would have been the richer to day

and susceptible, and if love be the proper basis for

especially in the case of that sweetest of all singers’

matrimonial alliance, it appears easy to declare a musi¬
cian a fit subject for marriage ; at least, in so far as the
heart is concerned in the matter.

Franz Schubert, who, with a wife to care for him, might

The indorsement of men like Morris and Burne-Jones

have lived many years and have blessed humanity with
much more of his divine melody.

may not be a reason for our “ going into the clavichord,”

grow to be passions.

Here, however, enters another item : To lie a good
husband or a good wife, one must be a practical money¬
maker or a good housekeeper, etc. ; in other words, love
is but a starting-point. The material side of matrimony
is of real importance, and we say, with the old Spanish
maxim, “ Marry, marry, but wha* about h'atsekeeping ?”

To-day many, if not the most,’of the greatest of our
musicians are married, and the average of happiness and
prosperity appears to be their portion, so that it would
the learned’°'“*hi8t°^refntBut after all, there is another side to the tale • there

on this instrument.

Dolmetsch went to Morris’ house

to play the suites to him just before he died.

but it is a very good attestation of its sympathetic quali¬
ties to idealists of a very high order.
There are a number of these charming instruments in
New York : Mr. Bernard Boekelman brought one from
Venice last season in its original case; the Crosby Brown
collection in the Metropolitan Museum includes several,
besides those buried in the curiosity shops of the city.

That the practice of the piano is peculiarly conducive
to good business habits or to good housekeeping can not
be claimed, but that such a habit of study, properly

Z h IT theK°reticr~^orthe Baconian th^
though its logic be so often refuted by facts. Matrimony
is a restraint, a limitation of freedom, a source of care

The clavichord as an instrument for practical mueicmaking well deserves a rejuvenation. In the hands of

ordered, destroys a man’s business sense or a woman’s

and responsibility. Many spirits chafe under restrain
and find unhappiness in any condition other than abso-

discourses excellent music.

love of order, or her cooking abilities, is not easily
proved.
Music is by no means entirely an abstraction ; its
devotees are not all with long hair, drooping lashes

lute freedom
The ideal marriage implies complete
devotion on the part of both husband and wife
Art also demands of its votaries a complete devotion •

and ever-far-away brains. These conditions are some¬
times affected by “artists,” but usually ’tis by men,

Z8
Thin t°he if* brTd "
less than the life of the artist.

and just for the sake of arousing the hectic frenzy of

science, the same with any profession of letters Tt is
the same with business. Success of am, •
’

hysteric women, that the “ business ” of the artist may
prosper. It requires more brains, and brains of a finer
quality, to write a symphony than it does to promote a

5 itdemanfi« nothing
It is the same with

gether?

a concerto or to conduct a chorus and an orchestra

The7 h f°WCan both ** stressful in the same life’
The whole question hinges noon
7 ,

tician who "pulls” himself into a good paying position ;

The clavichord is not a large instrument ; it is port¬
able ; is not difficult to learn, since, being keyed, it re¬
quires only a knowledge of the ’cellist's shake on one
string to make it legato in slow melodies.

The tone

is extremely sympathetic, and so sweet that players become iufatuated with it. The action is simplicity itsell,
and, indeed, so is the entire construction.

It could be

manufactured very inexpensively, and, once more in H|e
hands of piano-players, would find a home in every

How then, can the two be reconciled and dwell to

good business transaction ; it takes more brains to play
through an oratorio than are required by a ward poli¬

Mr. Arnold Dolmetsch, its great apostle in England, it

music-room.

How can matrimony and ambition beTn hat
—A good ear for music and a taste for music are two
very different things, which are often confounded ; and
so is comprehending and enjoying every object of sense
and sentiment.—Greville.

copated notes—a term which is more elegant and mu¬
sically significant than rag-time, for it directly indicates
the character of this tonal movement, which is a driving
of one note into another.
The Italian term for it—

meanly descend to the depths of banality-hiccoughimr
bacchanality. That it, like any other fad, is the victim
of numberless abuses is a patent fact.

Among the

Alla Zoppa, derived from the Italian Zoppo, lame-

present numberless rag-time pieces, many are as forcedly
so and as unentertaining as were those wooden mechano-

savors, more than rag time, of this tonal movement’s

musical canons, with the construction of which conceited

artistic complexion ; and the following Italian example
of it is quite like passages in to-day’s rag time pieces :

ancient musicians amused themselves and wearied their
patient friends.
A rag-time piece, to be clever, witty, piquant, amus¬
ing, must have thoughts which find appropriate best
expression through syncopation.

The art-canons of

universal application, which should govern the musician
The Acciacatnra, a term derived from the Italian
Acciacare, to crush, to jam,—as understood by the Ital¬
ian author, Manfredi,—is, in tonal effect, a rag time
variety of present popularity : a thing that is crushed
or jammed usually finds itself ragged.

This crusher is

sometimes intended to be so much of a transient note of
animation as to necessitate its performance to be, as Dr.
Burney, the musical historian, says, ‘‘as if the key
were red hot.” Example :

when he is composing rag-time pieces are that, (1) he
’ (2) ^ shLd
believe that what his music is to express can
be best ex¬
pressed by the use of rag-time. If he is governed by
these canons, his rag-time music will be truly esthetic
if not, his screeds maybe, as some present rag-time
effusions are instances of what might be classified under
the head of musical cretinism, tonal idiocy with de¬
formity; or be ethically considered as tonal viciousness
P

render ma8iC attractive at the expense

Rag-time having, as has all music

its th«T»«w

tndT’ ^ PreSeDt POpUlarity’ in this'neurotic country
and age of man, surely has a felicitous timeliness which
Rag-time is nothing, musically, if not a driver
crusher, and of the most aggressive kind. Its raging

he musm student should note because of its general an
thropologic value; note it with applause

desire for appropriate materials for its teehno-compositional make-up causes it to be so. Hence, it syncopates

Rag time music is now resorted to by overworked
minds quite as novel-reading is by the trier!
*

passing notes, appogiaturas, suspensions—whatever it
can subtly make subservient to its purpose; whatever
perturbs being fish to its net, its highest art-aim being

diplomat.

perturbation, so far as

perturbation does not work
Its

earliest notational users restricted it to music for keyed
instruments, but its aggressiveness soon sent it among
the voices.
6
Here is a right neat little token of musical learning,
on the line of qualifying or preparing for a vocal synco-

D. The two soprano F’s are not tied by the slur,
although the notation has nothing to show to the con¬
trary. The customary dot over the first note, probably
lest it should unduly shorten the quarter-notes.
E. The tenor phrase of six notes here is made to sound
out softly, but quite perceptibly; it is a subordinate
melody.

The principal difficulty of this passage is to

carry the sixteenth notes in a perfectly uniform rate of
movement.

A rubato here has a very unpleasing effect;

the sixteenth note emotion is the main feature of the
rhythm. It needs to be very even and distinct, but not
loud.
F. Be careful not to produce a melody effect with the

“ ZtWwWl fb" ““ * *

of tru^h

serious violence to the natural feeling for euphony.

octave lower than printed.

It, rollicking faV^Ly t «d

with keeping many a harried worker from felo dTse
ondness for it, as a cure, is less traceable to mental or
moral degeneracy than to physical dysnensia
n
shops are wisely dispensing helpful rag time cura for

™ wSh”“, if

°f ,ie

right

hand here by striking the upper

notes too stroDgly.

G. The right-band melody is to be somewhat staccato,
and to be plainly answering that in the bass.
H. The left-hand A flat, A natural, B flat, etc., are to
sound softly, but with a certain fullness of tone like a
horn.
I. The chords in the right hand ought to be played
rather firmly, and the upper note has to sound out like
a song ; the entire effect is that of a chord-movement,
the melody a little louder than the other voices, the
eighth notes carrying the rhythm of the accompani¬
ment.
J. This effect is much like that at I, but the whole is
louder here. The dotted quarter-notes must be held
their full value, and in order that the tone may continue
in satisfactory quantity they must be struck with a lit¬
tle more force than would otherwise be necessary. Tbe
same is true of the dotted half-notes in the bass.
K. Mysteriously, tbe chords softly, the low bass a
formless Bhape in the obscurity.
L. Here the caldron boils more violently, the origin-1!
tempo is resumed, and the climax is reached with the
sonorous entrance of the principal subject at the double
bar.
M. At the risk of being charged with impertinence, I

bedlam.

»" wu* «*«»* i»«. hlm “

When the music student has reached a conclusiye

have taken the liberty of adding metronome marks to
indicate approximately the tempos usually taken by
artists in the different parts of this piece.
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certain tones of the melody part.

Thus far in my argu¬

ment the observation and theoretic application of
advanced piano students keep pace and agreement with

effects produced by different tone-combinations and a
BY FRANK L. EYER.

But now we strike some

color scheme.
When a good student finds the study
dry it is because it is stripped of these qualities.
Now, when we study a language—say, for instance,

It is questionable whether there is not too much stress

It is a well-known fact that when the pedal is pressed

German—we do not think it sufficient simply to learn a

laid upon the necessity of a musical atmosphere some¬

me ; perhaps also in practice.
snags.

and the wires are thereby at liberty to vibrate, anything

set of cut-and-dried rules regarding the construction of

times.

that jars the piano will set the entire system of strings

certain words or phrases.

smaller towns, and frequently brings to our cities would-

But, as in the modern “nat¬

It leads to discontent among art students in the

Any one may notice this by the

ural ” method of instruction, we take a few common

be geniuses who would be better off at home for all the

simple expedient of pressing the pedal and then striking
smartly the under side of keyboard with fist or palm of

objects to begin with, either in reality or imagination,

good a musical atmosphere will do them.

in slight vibration.

the hand. There is a decided difference in the effect of
a full chord struck upon the piano with or without the
damper pedal.

In the former case it sounds a little

give them names, learn signs to represent the names',

While there is no doubt that—

and lead on through the study by association of ideas.’
Why not teach music in the same way ?

“ Full many a flower is born to blush unseen
And waste its sweetness on the desert air,”

To illus¬

trate : Our objects in music, heard or imagined, are

blurred and confused ; in the latter, clear and definite.

tones, or sounds of regular vibrations.

They may be

we must bear in mind that genius is born, and not

Nor is this all.

Each tone that is sounded on the piano

divided into three classes : first, single tones, afterward

made, and that it flourishes anywhere and under any

with pedal pressure is slightly reinforced by a sympa¬

developed into melody; second, combined tones, or

circumstances, and will hew out its own way over all

thetic harmonic tone from the eighth, twelfth, fifteenth,

harmony ; third, on a higher plane, both single and

seventeenth, nineteenth, etc., lower.
to the confusion.

This adds a little

combined tones, which express thoughts and emotions
and paint pictures.

obstacles.
Musical centers, with their musical atmospheres, do

The ideal use of the pedal is, therefore, to press it in¬
stantly after the playing of a note or a chord, especially

The first thing, therefore, is to present single tones to
the pupil by singing and playing them. Their names

and widen to a great degree, but, unless there be a vast
talent and much preparation on the student’s part be¬

if the latter be a loud one. This must, of course, be
done before the finger has left the key. Sometimes this

and signs are not to be thought of until the objects

yond mere enjoyment, he will receive little actual bene¬

themselves—that is,

is not feasible, as, for instance, the case of a broken

fit from the advantages such centers afford. •
If you occupy an important post in a small town,

chord where the bottom note (probably the most im¬

highness and lowness, or quantities of vibrations-are
quite familiar.

portant one to be held) has to be instantly forsaken by

The letter names are next presented, in groups of

the finger.

But where the pedal must be applied pre¬

their

sounds and qualities of

octaves, followed by names of the octaves.

After their

not necessarily make great musicians.

They educate

better stay there—at least, until called to fill a position
in the city.

It is a fine thing to have ambition ever to

forge ahead, but “discretion is sometimes the better

cisely with a chord or note, there is always danger of

signs and notes are used we introduce the study of the

part of valor.”

also catching and sustaining a previous note, and cer¬

relationship between two tones, which proves to be a

of immortality upon the shoulders of some man who has

The world generally throws its wrest

tainly if this has been slurred to the following.

For

complex one indeed before finished ; and the learner must

the dampers to stop the vibration of the wires and con¬

be led slowly and skilfully, every point being kept clear

not sought for it.
Do not become disgusted or discontented with y°°r

sequent sound, there must be actual contact. Therefore
the foot must be lifted clear of the pedal or the tone

as he proceeds, the least confusion of mind or hurry

narrow surroundings.

indicating a stop for more complete digestion of ideas.

and if the world absolutely needs you, yon will be foun

The mastery ot two-note relations leads to those of
three or four notes. Robert Browning says :

out.

may not quite stop.

The use in the Presser publica¬

tions of the mark ---—j is far preferable to the
time honored

Ped. and

ifc.

With these latter it is

impossible to mark with exactness the precise dura¬
tion of the pedal. As to advisability of soft pedal use
there is a difference of opinion. In the old-time squares

“ I know not if, save in this,
Such gift be allowed to maD,
That out of three sounds he frame,
Not a fourth sound, but a star.”

and in some uprights the soft-pedal effects were pro¬
duced by the insertion of a strip of felt between ham¬

Such thoughts as these, given with each lesson
quicken the imagination and develop esthetic sense.
’

Do your work, and do it we

,

The great trouble to-day is that about half * e

work of the world is being done by cripples—men w 0
would try to make us believe they are great.
•"
until the test comes. Some new hero, who has been
digging along faithfully for these many years in t
background, he will receive the crown.
Fill your little drawer in life’s cabinet, but be sure
fill it full, and, above all, be contented—not satis «
but contented.

The rest will take care of itself.

ject?
We hear frequent and, alas ! well-grounded complaints
against ignorance and narrow-mindedness in the musi¬
cal profession, frequent pleas for a broader musicianship,
a wider and more comprehensive education for those en¬
gaged in various forms of musical activity—an attitude
which is desirable within certain limits; but is there
not another extreme to be avoided as well as the extreme
of narrowness? Do we not all know men who have
made failnres of their lives through too much knowledge
of too many things, and not enough knowledge of some
one thing ?
“ Men are qualified for their work by knowledge, but
they are also negatively qualified for it by ignorance, ”
says Philip Gilbert Hamerton. Not a blind, bigoted
ignorance which results in cripples like the religious
fanatics of India, who lose all power but one, but an
ignorance simply of the details in other fields than its
own—a broad-minded ignorance, to speak paradoxically,
which sympathizes with other modes of human expres¬
sion, but resolutely devotes itself to its own phase of
truth alone. Is it not possible, nay, is it not imperative,
that the musician of the present should attain this
happy middle ground between narrowness on the one
hand and lack of concentration on the other, if he would
be most useful to the world ? Think for a moment of
the technical demands on a modern pianist as against
the days of Scarlatti, or on a modem violinist in con¬
trast to Bassani. Compare a hymn of Palestrina with
the “ Elijah ” of Mendelssohn, or the faint, embryonic
opera of “ Monteverde” with the mighty “Nibelungen
Ring ” of Wagner.
How can a pianist in these days expect to shine also as
a violinist, or a singer, or a harmonist, or an authority
on musical history ? And how can a teacher of piano¬
playing expect to equip himself properly as a teacher of
any other of those things with all the requirements
that the modern world demands? No one will, of
course, deny that the pianist or the teacher should have
a comprehensive acquaintance with all or at least most
of the other musical branches. To understand what
others are doing in closely allied forms of activity, and

trained and carefully equipped specialist ? How invalu¬
able to a student to have each new phase of truth pre¬
sented to him by minds specially trained to set forth
that particular subject 1 How can he fail to gain the
greatest amount of good in the shortest possible time,
both for his general education and for his chosen work ?
He will fail, nevertheless, if he lacks the third, and
perhaps the most important, element in the training of
a specialist—the power of independent effort. After all
that a mother can do, after all that his teacher can do,
the student must in the end and always be his own best
instructor. And this, again, we learn from the lives of
great musicians. How many of them, leaving behind
early teachings and traditions, worked against unend¬
ing discouragement to follow the clear, inner vision
of things unperceived by other men. Something, surely,
of this same conrage of independent thought, only in
less degree, perhaps, is necessary to any earnest student
of music, however small and circumscribed his sphere of
labor. Without it he will be at best only an imitator,
but with it, even though he may lack the counsels of a
wise and loving mother and the instruction of competent
and judicious teachers, he can still make himself a
power in the world, because his work will at least be
honest and sincere and true.

ANOTHER WORD ABOUT GOTTSCHALK’S
“ LAST HOPE.”
The Etude has received a number of inquiries about
the version of the “Last Hope,” as played by Gottschalk, which was mentioned in the June number of this
journal. Mr. Wm L. Hawes, who furnished to the New
Orleans “ Times-Democrat ” the data upon which the
note in the June Etude was founded, has written again
that certain information that has recently come to him
shows that Gottschalk did go to Cuba from New
Orleans in 1853. When he returned to New York the
“Last Hope” was put in print, published in 1854,
afterward being revised as mentioned in the note in the
Jane Etude.

‘ Do you know just what program music means? Is it
music classic enough to be put into a regular concert
program?’
‘Of course, you little goose !’ said her
friend.
“A talented scholar in a New York music-school of
much note and efficiency informed me that ‘ opus ’ on
a title page meant, with its accompanying number, the
year of the composer’s life at which he composes the
piece. This is a pretty theory; but my interlocutor
could not explain its safety when ‘ Opus 3 ’ or ‘ Opus
122 ’ was in question. Another student of eleven, who
played precociously, interpreted ‘ opus ’ to me more
rationally, but no more correctly: ‘ It means the best
order in which to take a composer’s works for study-

iDg-’“ On the other hand, another occasion
. gave me toe
.n

chance to be charmed in observing how the schoolmaster
in music is alert. Two lads sat next to me at an orches¬
tral concert. Said one : ‘ No, I tell you the symphony
ain’t done yet—not much ! They ’re goiDg to play that
—and then that. They are different movements of the
same thing. Like checkers—one comes after the other.
‘Who beats?’ rather relevantly asked the instrurte
boy, if with obvious levity. His friend, not shoeing
that he suspects his excellent pun, and as if by one o
those queer ‘jumps’ that children’s wits make, 8n^
swered, ‘Beats? Why, the conductor, of courseThat’s what he’s paid for. Shut up ! ’
“ A girl of fourteen, almost dangerously enthusiastic in
practice, and playing with ease and expression sue
things as Beethoven’s 1 Pastorale ’ Sonata, two ba *
by Chopin, and so on, told me casually that Bra
was Liszt’s best pupil,’ and in the same talk SP° ^
twice of ‘orchestration’ as the manner in which aw°r

is played by an orchestra.
“ A loquacious little student in a Western city,
fingers were precocity in quintessence, gave roe to nn<^
stand—oh, saddest irony of ignorance !—that
great musical composers were most always very ^
. . . kings and queens petted them so.’^
e ^
dently had never heard of a certain pauper s gra
Vienna or of the sum of Schubert’s assets.’

investigation of the share which each librettist had in

vals, and septimachords burst for the first time on our
astonished vision ; it took a winter to read that book,
but we yawned, stammered, and agonized to the end.

the work of collaboration.

Another Way.

We made a tolerably successful effort at biography,

A better way to arrange a biographic program is c
the basis of the broad movements of emotional thoug

gleaner! from “Chambers’ Encyclopedia,” with illustra¬

since the opening of the Renaissance.

tions.

Out came sonatas by Mozart, Haydn, and Bee¬

We are living

this moment in the realistic reaction from the romanl

thoven, totally new to the whole coterie, and played in

movement that began with Beethoven.

good street-piano style, without the faintest idea of tone-

this realistic phase of musical thought is a philosopl

color or interpretation, the programs experiencing, with
a comfortable relapse into “The Last Smile” after

school that is based on a thorough-going materialist]

the heavy work.

.Strauss, and their fellow-metaphysicians.

There was a certain finality about our

proceedings that winter, as one looks back on it.

We

Mixed up wi

Here are grouped Wagner and his follower, Richa:
Before the

The relation of the opera

libretto to the literary epoch to which it belongs is an
indispensable part of the study of the development of
opera.

It will be found also that there is a close rela¬

tion between the scenic effects and situations in the
staging of the opera and the contemporaneous arts of
painting and sculpture.
How to Prepare a Biographic Sketch.
The following list of questions should be fully an¬

came a group of romantic idealists—Schumann Webe

swered in the preparation of a good biographic sketch

played “The Last Smile,” “The Last Hope,” “The
Last Thought,” and some one sang “The Last Man.”

and Beethoven.

for a club program which is constructed on historical
lines :

It

the last of the society, too, for the next year it

the classic masters—men who wrote music for itself; wl

died “of getting too many people in,” as a discon¬
tented member tersely summed up the situation. Surely,

painted nature as closely as they could, but drama’tiz.

was

no beginning of culture could have been more humble ;
yet those dry lectures by Ritter awoke a thirst for musi¬
cal history which has grown year by year in at least one

With these we may range Gounod «

one side and Bellini on the other.

Still earlier can

no autobiography of their own inner life. Here stai
Handel, Scarlatti, and, among moderns, Brahms He
may be sought Mendelssohn, Thalberg, and Hensel

1. What did this man do that made music different
from what it was when lie found it ?
it?

How did be find

2. Was his work the end of a period of development
or the initiation of a new departure ?
3. Were his advances made in melody or harmony or

msmber of the “M. D. J.’s,’’ and they were the enter¬

Pass backward yet further, and Bach stands at the pat
ing of the ways between the fugue and madrigal on 01

ing wedge to a sound musicianship for more than one
successful teacher.

side and, on the other, the reign of melody as a ne

4. What was his theory of art ?

human art.

5. Did his nationality show in his work ?
6. Did he prosecute more than one form of artistic

What to Avoid.

It is evident that a group program will 1

vastly more interesting, because more logical, than ot
based on the arbitrary consideration of date.

Yes ; it is worth while for a club to begin at any point
in its search for musical culture.

work should be based on the known, and proceed, step
by step, to the unknown.

No more fatal undertaking

for a club of amateurs and ambitious professionals can be
embarked on than a historical series which lingers
among Greek modes and Middle Age plain-soDg. The
presence of a public library well stocked with the need¬
ful illustrations is the only possible hope for success in
such antiquarian efforts.

No ordinary club purse is

ample enough to import the necessary authorities. But,
aside from this, it is the editor’s experience that early
musical history which involves programs is only attacked
profitably by clubs that have made themselves thorough
masters of the music of to-day.

expression, such as painting or letters?
7. Had his personal character anything to do with
the peculiar qualities of his work ? Had his race? f°r'

In fact, the first con¬

sideration in planning a profitable season is that the

orchestration, declamation, scenic effects, etc.

A variation of the last plan is based on the dev,
ment of the elements of modern music. Thus B*
‘dentified with the development of modulation; G
w.th the dramatic impetus which opera received i
h.s genius ; Schumann with the rise of program mt
Beethoven with that reckless expression of the in
most emotmns characteristic of romanticism - Be
with the last and most perfect development of me
whomeaDfi0f dranlatiC expreS8ion i Liszt, as the a
who carried ptano music into the domain of recitr
on one side and orchestra on the other. This w
may be called the topical method, is particularly m
ora group of thinking women with wide general

tunes? education? personal environment ?
8. In what works and in what peculiarities is this
evident ?
9. Sketch the philosophic ideas of art and of life
current in his time.
10. Are his compositions identified historically with
any poetic, philosophic, or religious movement?
11. Who were the literati and artists contemporaneous
with him? the musicians?
12. Which musician represented the opposite current
of musical thought in the time of the composer under
consideration ?
13. What is the property of our composer's mnsic
which has made it live?
14. Is it immortal ?

THE PASTOR AND THE YOUNG MAN.

Italian, German, or French methods of singing, without
having any clear idea as to the difference in these
A young man late in his teens recently said to his
national methods ; many people have heard of methods
pastor, “Shall I fit myself for college with a view to
which take their titles from the names of celebrated
entering the ministry, or go to a conservatory of music
teachers of singing, and yet do not know what differ¬
and work for a musical degree? ” In this instance the
ence, if any, there is in the manner of teaching, or
churchly office seemed especially fraught with responsi¬
whether any of them has the one and only true method.
bilities, and, being an earnest and sincere man, he was
The history of the word, as applied to the art of sing¬
overwhelmed with the importance of the occasion.
ing, would be practically a history of that art; but in a
After some deliberation he said, “What experience or
few words I will try to explain by saying that singing
reasoning leads you to me with such a question? ” “I
was first brought to the height of perfection in Italy
come to you,” was the reply, “ by advice of my parents ;
and the so-called “Old Italian” method has been, and
they feel that I have a decided talent for music, and yet
still is, properly considered the standard of excellence.
my mother does not readily set aside her hope that I
This method was noted for sustained resonant tone
would follow in the footsteps of her father, and become
quality, with perfect command of the breath thus
a minister of the gospel ; you, they thought, could
enabling the singer to vary the power from pianissimo
advise me wisely.”
to fortissimo without forcing the voice or injuring the
“Have you yourself felt called to the ministry?”
quality of tone. It was also noted for exceeding agility
inquired the clergyman. “That is just the trouble,”
and suppleness of voice, so that the singer was able to
replied the youth ; “ I sometimes feel that my work
execute florid passages which called for great ability in
must be in the pulpit, and at other times I am just as execution.
J
convinced that the organ and choir would be even more
In those days the one thing to be desired was that the
congenial, and that my duty lies there.” It is easy to
singer should deliver his music with perfect smoothness
see that the kindly priest was led into precisely the
-the voice being considered as a musical instrument
same condition of uncertainty as to which would be the
The words were often only a secondary matter, and need
wisest course as was his young questioner. But, fortu¬
as a medium for the music. Our modern idea is that
nately for the boy, the pastor had kept abreast of the
the words are paramount, and that the music shall only
times, and was able to speak with some authority.
aerve
to beautify, embellish, and accentuate the thought
Alter further reflection, this is what he said :
“My dear young friend, the question is too moment¬ of the words. As a consequence, the vocal music of
ous to be settled by mere reflection, and, thanks to an most modern composers does not make great technical
overruling Providence, we are not compelled to do so. demands on the singer. In this respect we are far in
Music has been lifted np into a place of high esteem advance of the older thought, provided this conception
among educators, and a number of our universities and the voke 8 ”S Mtray ^ the 8t“dy and devel°Pmunt of
colleges accord it a place in their curriculnms, giving for
In former times the singer was forced to study for
its attainment -appropriate degrees. As you will find,
years
in order to become a good musician. It was neces¬
however, to secure a musical degree one must also take
sary,
so
that he might be able to sing music which was
the requisite examinations in the arts and languages
thus insuring a thorough education. My advice is, to loaded with embellishments and technical difficulties of
enter one of these universities, electing music as one of all descriptions. Singers were also instructed in collatyour studies, pursuing at the same time the course
which is usually taken leading np to the theological

In this course of study the development of the physical
voice was only an incidental part of the pupil’s require¬

it impossible for the singer to impart a natural expres¬
sion to his song, and thus, after a few years of great
exertion, the voice loses its timbre, and the singer dis¬
appears from the boards, having achieved nothing useful
for art, but ready to pose as a “professor of singing,”
and promise his unfortunate pupils to fit them for the
stage in six months. . . .”
The only personal method a teacher can rightfully
use must consist solely of his individual way of helping
a pupil to the understanding of the truth regarding
voice production and the overcoming of obstacles. He
should not seek to impress upon the pupil his own style,
but endeavor to develop his intelligence and individu¬
ality. He thus helps him to think for himself, and leads
him on in his artistic growth by inculcating general
principles, and in this way canses him to form his own
style. Moreover, illustrations given by the teacher
should not be for the purpose of causing the pupil to
imitate him, either in quality of voice or technical
details of expression, but should be given for the pur¬
pose of showing the difference between the right and the
wrong way.
How, then, shall we have a criterion by which to judge
a teacher ?
There are two ways. First, Can he sing ? I do not
mean, Can he shout ? but, Does his singing give enjoy¬
ment to his audience? It is not necessary that he should
have a great or a very beautiful voice. He may not hare
been born with the physical requirements necessary to
greatness. But does his singing convey the beauties o
the music and text? Is it intelligent, inspiring,
uplifting in its effect upon his auditors? Or does he
only succeed in producing the impression that he has a
big voice? Or perhaps he has ceased to sing because
no longer has a voice ? Is he otherwise in good heal •
If so, and he can no longer sing, there is no doubtabou
there being something wrong with his method. In 01
age the cartilages of the larynx have a tendency ®
ossify, and all the muscles gradually deteriorate , bn
a singer has a right method, he should be able to siug
the end of his days, proportionately to his physical con^
dition. So, if a teacher who is in good health can n

lose whatever quality it may have had, sound forced and
labored, and in the end be another ruined voice to add
to the list.
“ Next to the quality of the tone, that which makes
most for the value of a voice is the ease with which it is
prodnced. The first requisite for ease of production is
that the voice shall not be given heavier work than it
can stand. It is a delicate question to decide just how
much a voice can do withontany forcing, and the teacher
must be the jndge.
The beginnings of forcing, like
other bad qualities, may escape all but a most practiced
ear, but it is then that the remedy can easily be applied.
Tf a voice is left to the tender mercies of some ambitious
pupil until it is strained, the resultis evident to all. but
to restore it to freshness and strength is a long work, if
indeed it can be done.”

QUESTIONS Af4D MpiSUiBRS.

“ A Backwoods Girl."—The editor would advise you to
discontinue the voices you mention entirely from your
choir. They are probably at the age when the voice is
changing, and have not as yet gotten control of the
mature male voice. It would be much better for you
to discard them for a year or two until their voices are
fully matured. This will probably relieve you of some
embarrassment in the matter of uncongenial quality
of tone.
F. A. 8.—It is quite impossible to answer your ques¬
tion with intelligence, because one writer may succeed
better in writing for the baritone, another for tenor and
another for women’s voices. I won Id advise an earnest
student and teacher to make himself acquainted with all
the composers and writers. Any amount of consultation
of authorities will not make a young mans teacher. He
must verify theories by experience ; until he has done
this, he will not teach with entire confidence.
Miss X.—If you are studying with a wise and cautious
teacher it seems to me the question of the continu¬
ance of vocal practice during vacation should be left with
that teacher for a decision. If not, I would take into
consideration the amount of practice the voice had been
having for the past eight or ten months, and if it was
sufficient to make a real difference in its strength and
development, would, by all means, advise four weekB of
entire freedom from singing. You will find, when you
resume practice, that the voice will have improved much
more during the month of silence than it did during the
preceding two months of practice.

every number of The Etude is to be an advance in
some way on the previous number. This month is a
good one for teachers to solicit their pupils and friends
to become interested in The Etude, and we shall be
pleased to give all assistance possible. Send for sample
copies and suggestions to solicitors.
The new work by A. J. Goodrich, “Theory of Inter¬
pretation,” is rapidly approaching completion. Ouraim
is to have it ready for the early fall trade. Those who
desire the book at little cost must avail themselves of
our special offer before it is too late. Seventy-five (75)
cents will procure the book, if you subscribe for it now.
When the book is once on the market double this price
will be required for a copy. The book deals with every
phase of interpretation. It contains the essence of all
that has been written on thesubject by Lossy, Christian!
Klauwell, Pauer, and others, with the additional result
of a thorough research by Mr. Goodrich, who spent six
years’ study in the preparation of his material. The book
will be of interest to every music teacher and student
of music. We have issued a special circular giving an
outline of the chapters in the book. This circular will
be sent to any one on application. The object of the
work is to broaden the musical intelligence by giving
glimpses into the inner nature of this sound language.
The book will tend to increase a reverence for the art.
We can most heartily recommend the work to our
readers ; you will surely miss something valnableif you
do not avail yourself of this offer.

Landon’s “Sight Reading,” volume n, which we
have promised so many months ago, is at last in the
binder s hands, and those who have subscribed for it in
advance may expect the book about the time they receive this issue. The special offers for the work are now
withdrawn. It can only be had now at regular market

“ Pictueks ok Great Composers,” by Thomas
Tapper, is a new work of musical literature for children.

mote from any good teacher can take up the study of
harmony without the aid of a teacher. The proper way
to proceed is to work out the exercises without referring
to the key, and then compare the written-out exercise to
the one in the key, and any mistakes can be at once de¬
tected. To the young teacher this key will be of great
aid in showing the best manner of writing harmony.
The special offer price of 40 cents, postpaid, will only be
in force during the month of August.

We published a list of good Sunday-school hooks in
last issue which were offered at five cents each. They
have not all been sold as yet, and if any of onr readers
are in need of any of these books they can be had at the
same rate if still unsold. For small classes or for
Sunday-evening service of song at home a good collec¬
tion can be had at very small cost.

This is the time of the year for teachers to prepare
for next season in the way of examining new works,
new methods, new ideas. Send for our catalogue o!
music, which describes every piece of music and gw*®
grade, etc.
Select those (by number) and we will (
send them “ on sale ” to any of our patrons. It is D0*
necessary to write out every name in ordering. Mark
the catalogue and send it, or, better still, send us the
catalogue numbers. We publish the very best line ol
educational works to be found anywhere, and you can
rely on the written advertisement. We invite your at
tention to our publications. If you have not used thenu
now is the time to acquaint yourself. Onr stock o
other publishers’ works is very large, and we aim to keep
everything, no matter where published. If yon
not selected your dealer for next season, write to us <>r
terms, etc.

Every music school in the oountry should be r®P
seuted in the advertising pages of The Etude.
and the next two issues, reaching our subscribers jus ^
the term begins, are read by more earnest students
music in every locality than it is possible to reach m

thing is so clearly defined.

E. G. Thomas.

years’ experience.

Address H., care of Etude.

2835. Westerhout, Niccolo van. Ronde
I have been dealing with you now just about a year,
d’ Amour. Grade III.
or sale —cheap, complete
set
of
and I would like to say, and I can do so conscientiously,
A fine piece of modern music; interesting in every
Music of the Modern World, in perfect condition
that I have never dealt with any house more prompt and C. E. Hardin, Tyler, Texas.
measure. It will be found a valuable study in bring¬
ing out a melody in the inner parts.
accurate in filling orders. Your publications of both
music and musical literature are the best, and I can not
2843. Wickede, F. von.
Op. 83. No. 1.
begin to say enough in praise of The Etude. You may
First Thought. Grade III.
count me among your regular customers.
A useful composition for organ or piano. Can be
Miss F. Reynand.
used as a voluntary if desired.
Please send me one copy of Landon’s “Foundation
2845. Sorrentino, Eugenio. Willow Grove
Materials for the Piano.” This is the fifth one I have
March. Grade III.
TCbe..
ordered ; so you see it is a book that is liked. For be¬
The famous “ Banda Rossa,” under the leadership
ginners it is better than any other I have seen.
of Mr. Sorrentino, made a great hit with this march
Myrta Applebee.
at Willow Grove Park, Philadelphia. It is full of life

F
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THEO. U^RESSER,

I am exceedingly pleased with Landon’s “Foundation
Materials.” I very mnch regret that I did not know of
1708 Chestnut St.,
its existence long ago, for I have always dreaded taking
a new pupil who is a beginner. Now, with the aid of
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
“ Foundation Materials ” I will be able to give the first
lessons in such a way as will be pleasant as well as
Any of the following sent post¬
profitable. I thank you for your catalogues and for
paid on receipt of marked price.
your very generous terms to the profession.
Complete catalogues sent free
on application. To responsible teachers we will send on
Lucy Logan.

and sport, and in melody and catching rhythm equal
to any march before the public.

publications

Concert Ducts
For the Piano.

examination any of our publications at special prices.
Mail orders solicited and filled to all parts of the country.

The Etude certainly grows better each month, and
it is my honest opinion that one year’s subscription to
it is worth more to the progressive intelligent teacher in 2784. Ferber, Richard. In the Hammock
Grade I.
small cities and towns than six months’ instruction
from some of the so-called “ professors,” for which they
, A’‘u'e p.,ece in a rocking rhythm, which makes it
must give many of their hard-earned dollars.
Very u80ful as a “ study piece ”
Alma Rigg.
2785. Ferber, Richard. With the Cara¬
I like The Etude so much that I take pleasure in
van. Grade 1.
getting subscribers whenever opportunity affords.
tm2m<?Th.at
0riental 1“ character as suggested bv the
Miss Anna M. Aylsworth.
rin.’.in11 18 Te.-y a!trnctire

25

35

melody and rhythm

notes!*
practice in changing fingers on repeated
I am very much delighted with the “ American Num¬
ber” of The Etude.
No one can read its contents
without being prond of the American musician, and of 2788. Chopin, F. Op. 18. Grande Valse
Brillante m E flat. Grade VI
the great progress that our teachers, composers, and
artists are making in our own country. It should inspire
concert purposes. This edition
all music lovers, so that they may work with renewed
the
““gored and phrased according to
vigor to help to advance the musical culture in the Uni¬
▼ery^goodteaching edUiom^
b° f°U"d a
ted States.
Mrs. Bessie H. Ting.

A'iSEKSSt’tas

I have just received the May Etude, a most interest¬ 2789. Schneider, Erwin. Zuleika. Rhapeodie de Salon. Grade IV.
ing number. Each issue of your publication seems as if
A useful and at the same time thoroughly attracit could not be better, but when the successor arrives,
wln ““oort number, not very difficult, but in a style
that is still ahead. While there are other musical pub¬
lications, there is nothing that is so satisfactory to me as
The Etude.
Ioi.a M. Gilbert.

is
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piece that is sure«»

Classical and Popular.

PRICE

.

.

1 00

collection of standard four-hand compositions
for the piano, of various degrees of difficulty
and style, suitable for all occasions—recitals, con¬
certs, etc. Any one composition worth the price
of the book. Bach, Bohm, Brahms, Chopin,
Rolling, Moszkowski, are a few of the composer®
represented.
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